What's New
The 3rd Edition of the book, USB: The Universal Serial Bus, is now available. With this new edition, approximately 120 additional pages of information were added, for a total of 700 pages.

Additional Details and Information
A lot of new information was added. For example, information on xHCI streams and then the use of these streams to communicate with UASP (USB Attached SCSI Protocol) devices. This protocol allows for much faster file transfers. In some instances, I saw a transfer take only two seconds where the same transfer took almost ten seconds using Bulk Only Transport.

Added more detail and information on ISO transfers, showing information for all four controller types, as well as added more information to receive video from a video camera.

Added information and source code for booting from USB devices.

Added more details on Legacy support such as how the controller supports a USB keyboard for a non-USB aware operating system, as well as how to turn this support off when it is no longer needed.

Added more detail and explanation to the chapters describing each controller's schedule technique and how to get the maximum out of each.

Added more information about external hubs as well as Rate Matching Hubs.

Availability
The process of publication allows me to update the book at any time, therefore once a new edition is created, the older editions are no longer available. As long as you purchase from CreateSpace.com or Amazon.com as a new book, you will receive the latest edition.

The 3rd Edition is currently available from:
http://www.fysnet.net/the_universal_serial_bus.htm

Other Comments
This has been an enjoyable project, and I am very grateful to all of those who have contributed in one way or another, and especially to those who have purchased or will purchase this book. The proceeds are a great incentive to continue my work on this and other books in this series.

Thank you to all,
Ben
Many More Figures and Diagrams

Many more images and diagrams were added to help visualize the process. For example, Chapter 4 went from three figures to eleven figures. These figures are more pleasing to the eye as well. An example is shown below.
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**Frame Pointer**

**Horz Pointer**

**Link Pointer**

**Flags:**
- Q = Queue
- q = TD
- T = terminate
- t = valid pointer
- D = depth first
- B = Breadth first
- x = ignored

**Iteration of this frame’s schedule**

1. = first
2. = second
3. = third
4. = fourth
5. = fifth